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We studied the non-equilibrium dynamis of the q-state Potts model in the square lattie, after
a quenh to sub-ritial temperatures. By means of a ontinuous time Monte Carlo algorithm
(non-onserved order parameter dynamis) we analyzed the long term behavior of the energy and
relaxation time for a wide range of quenh temperatures and system sizes. For q > 4 we found the
existene of dierent dynamial regimes, aording to quenh temperature range. At low (but nite)
temperatures and very long times the Lifshitz-Allen-Cahn domain growth behavior is interrupted
with nite probability when the system stuk in highly symmetri non-equilibriummetastable states,
whih indue ativation in the domain growth, in agreement with early preditions of Lifshitz [JETP
42, 1354 (1962)℄. Moreover, if the temperature is very low, the system always gets stuk at short
times in a highly disordered metastable states with nite life time, whih have been reently identied
as glassy states. The nite size saling properties of the dierent relaxation times involved, as well
as their temperature dependeny are analyzed in detail.
PACS numbers: 05.50.+q; 75.60.Ch; 75.10.Hk
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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of domain growth kinetis in systems with
many degenerate ground states had attrated a lot of at-
tention in the past
1,2,3,4,5,6
. In early works Lifshitz
1
and
then Safran
2
posed the disussion about the eet of a-
tivated proesses in the domain growth. They suggested
that d-dimensional, q-state degenerate models ould be-
ome trapped in loal metastable states for q ≥ d + 1,
whih would then greatly slow down the relaxational ki-
netis. Their argument in two dimensions is that a hon-
eyomb struture of hexagonal domains is stable under
small distortions of the interfaes, beause suh distor-
tions do not inrease the interfaial free energy. Large
distortions due to utuations are then needed to move
the interfaes and so domain growth beomes ativated.
The prototype of suh a system is the q-state Potts
model
7
, whose Hamiltonian is given by
H = −J
∑
nn
δ(si, sj) J > 0 (1)
where si = 1, 2, . . . , q, δ(si, sj) is the Kroneker delta and
the sum runs over all the pairs of nearest-neighbor sites.
Viñals and Grant
3
performed Monte Carlo (MC) simula-
tions with Glauber dynamis for q = 8 in square latties
of size up to N = 1282 sites and time sales of the or-
der 104 Monte Carlo Steps (MCS) (1 MCS is dened as
as a omplete yle of N spin update trials, aording
to a Metropolis MC algorithm). They found evidenes
of metastable ongurations omposed by squares of dif-
ferent olors (i.e., dierent values of q) that freeze the
dynamis a T = 0. Moreover, they argue that those
ongurations only eetively dominate at T = 0 and
growth at nite temperatures is not limited by ativated
proesses
3
. Hene, for long enough times the average
linear domain size should follow the Lifshitz-Allen-Cahn
(LAC) law l(t) ∼ t1/2. Grest and oworkers4 reported
results using MC simulations with N = 10002 sites and
values of q up to q = 64 at very low temperatures, whih
are onsistent with LAC behavior for any value of q, at
least for time sales up to 104 MCS. Analytial results on
a oarse grained model also onrm those results
6
. How-
ever, the time sales onsidered in those works are very
short to exlude the existene of ativated proess of the
type predited by Lifshitz
1
and Safran
2
. Moreover, re-
ent investigations
8,9,10
about the pinning ongurations
found by Viñals and Grant
3
showed that the system gets
stuk in those states at times sales longer than 104 MCS;
pinning also happens at low but nite temperatures
11
,
although in that ase the metastable states present a
nite life time that inreases with
12 q. Those works
also showed that the nature of those highly disordered
metastable states is more related to a glassy one
8,9,10,11
than to the type of ongurations predited by Lifshitz
1
and Safran
2
. We will refer hereafter to those disordered
metastable states as the glassy ones.
In this work we onentrated mainly in the q = 9
ase in square latties with N = L × L sites and peri-
odi boundary onditions. Some omplementary results
are also presented for other values of q. The imple-
mentation of a ontinuous time MC algorithm or n-fold
tehnique
13,14
allowed us to analyze a large statistis on
system sizes up to L = 500 and time sales running from
109 to 1014 MCS. Some details of the ontinuous time
MC implementation are presented in Setion II.
We analyzed the relaxation of the system after a
quenh from innite temperature down to subritial
temperatures T , for a wide range of values of T and L.
We found the existene of dierent dynamial regimes,
aording to the quenh temperature range. First of all
there is some harateristi temperature T ∗ < Tc, suh
2that for T ∗ < T < Tc simple oarsening dominates the
relaxation (that is, the domain growth follows the LAC
law even for very long times), exept very lose to Tc,
where evidenes of nuleation relaxation mehanisms ap-
pear; however, the last ase will not be analyzed in this
work and the orresponding results will be presented in
a forthoming publiation. For T < T ∗ we found that,
at long time sales (i.e., muh longer than those on-
sidered in previous works), the LAC relaxation is inter-
rupted when the system gets trapped in highly symmetri
metastable states with nite probability (i.e., for a large
fration of realizations of the thermal noise that do not
derease as the system size inreases). We found two dif-
ferent types of those ongurations: striped states and
honeyomb like strutures; the latter are ongurations
omposed by marosopi six-sided irregular polygonal
domains of dierent olors. Striped states are omposed
by two marosopi ferromagneti domains with straight
walls parallel to the oordinate axis and has been pre-
viously observed in the Ising model
15,16,17,18,19
(q = 2)
at T = 0. For q ≥ 3 and T = 0 the probability to
reah a striped state beomes zero in the thermodynami
limit
17
; we found that low but nite temperatures make
that probability to beome nite. The presene of hon-
eyomb like strutures in the q-state Potts model, as far
as we know, has not been previously reported and is in
agreement with the Lifshitz's predition
1
. When the sys-
tem reahes either striped or honeyomb like states the
dynamis beomes ativated.
Finally, we found a temperature Tg ≪ Tc, suh that
for T < Tg the system always gets stuk at inter-
mediate times in a glassy state of the type reported
previously
8,9,10,11
for other values of q > 4. We found
that for q = 9 those states present a nite life time (i.e.,
independent of the system size) with a well dened free
energy barrier assoiated to it.
We also analyzed the saling properties of the har-
ateristi times assoiated with the dierent relaxation
proesses, as well as the probability of reahing a striped
or honeyomb state for large values of q.
We veried that the whole relaxation senario is quali-
tatively observed when open(instead of periodi) bound-
ary onditions are used. All the numerial results are
presented in Setion III and some disussion is presented
in Setion IV.
Besides its theoretial interest, the large-q Potts model
(or variations of it) is used for simulating the dynamis of
a large variety of systems, suh as soap froth
20,21
, grain
growth
22,23
and biologial ells
24
. The present results
help to establish the onditions under whih equilibrium
an be atually reahed, as well as the dierent possible
low temperature relaxation senarios.
II. METHODS
We analyzed the time evolution under a type A dy-
namis (non-onserved order parameter) of the system
desribed by Hamiltonian (1), after a quenh from in-
nite temperature (i.e., a ompletely random initial on-
guration) down to subritial temperatures. The Potts
model undergoes a seond order phase transition for
q = 2, 3, 4 and a rst order one for q > 4, where the rit-
ial temperature in the square lattie is known exatly
25
for any value of q and is given by Tc = 1/ ln
(
1 +
√
q
)
(hereafter we will use natural units kB = J = 1). Most
of our analysis were onentrated in the q = 9 ase, for
whih Tc = 0.7213 . . ., and some omplementary alula-
tions were performed for q = 2, 3, 4, 5, 15 and 30.
We were mainly interested in the late stages of the dy-
namis, where large domains are formed. In that ase,
the omputational ost of a single spin ip dynamis (for
instane, heat bath algorithm) beomes very high, be-
ause the ipping probability of spins inside the domains
(whih are the majority) beomes very small. An eient
way to ahieve longer time sales for reasonable large sys-
tem sizes is the usage of ontinuous time MC methods
or n-fold tehniques13. In these type of algorithms a
ip ours a eah step and the time suh event would
have elapsed in a single spin ip algorithm is alulated
from the assoiated ipping probability. Let us briey
summarize the implementation of the algorithm for the
nearest-neighbors q-state Potts model. For a given spin
onguration we will all potential spins to the q − 1
possible states for eah site in the lattie, dierent from
the present ones. All the potential spin of the system
are then lassied into lists, where members of a given
list would produe the same hange in the energy of the
system, if hosen to replae the old spin state in the or-
responding site. For a single ip there exist only 9 pos-
sibilities (
∆E
J = −4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), so we have
9 lasses for any value of q ≥ 3. In the Metropolis algo-
rithm the probability of a potential spin belonging to the
lass l (l = 1, . . . , 9) to be eetively ipped is:
pl =
nl
N(q − 1) min
[
1, exp
(
−∆El
kBT
)]
(2)
where nl is the number of spins in lass l. The total
probability of any ipping event ourring in a given step
is
Q =
∑
l
pl (3)
In the present algorithm, at eah step a lass is sorted
with probability (2) and a potential spin is sorted with
equal probability among all the members in the lass.
After updating the orresponding spin and the lists, the
time step is inremented by an amount
∆t =
−ln r
N Q
(4)
where r is a random number uniformly distributed be-
tween zero and one and the time step ∆t is measured in
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FIG. 1: (Color on-line) Relaxation funtion φE(t) for L = 300,
q = 9 and temperatures ranging from T = 0.5 (bottom) to
T = 0.72 (top).
MCS. The details of the algorithm an be seen in Ref.
13
.
The implementation of this algorithm allowed us to per-
form simulations for time sales running from 109 MCS
(for sizes up to L = 500) to 1014 MCS (for sizes up to
L = 100). In order to hek the algorithm we also re-
peated several of the simulations using a single spin-ip
algorithm (heat bath) for L = 200 and time sales up to
106 MCS. The results were idential.
Our analysis of the dynamis was mainly foused on
the behavior of two quantities: the average energy per
spin e(t) ≡ 〈H(t)〉 /N as a funtion of t (the average was
taken over dierent initial ongurations and dierent re-
alizations of the thermal noise) and the equilibration time
τ ; the last quantity was dened as the time at whih the
instantaneous energy falls below an equilibration thresh-
old. Suh threshold was set as the equilibrium energy at
the orresponding temperature plus one standard devia-
tion, where those quantities were rst alulated by run-
ning a set of simulations starting from the ordered state
and letting the system to equilibrate. We alulated the
probability distribution (normalized histogram) P (τ) for
dierent values of T and L.
III. RESULTS
In order to ompare the behavior of the average en-
ergy per spin e(t) = 〈H〉 /N for dierent temperatures,
we rst introdue the relaxation funtion (or normalized
exess of energy)
φE(t) ≡ e(t)− e(∞)
e(0)− e(∞) (5)
where e(∞) is the equilibrium energy. In Fig.1 we show
the typial behavior of φE(t) for L = 300 and tempera-
tures between 0.72 and 0.5 (Tc = 0.7213 . . .). For temper-
atures lose enough to Tc (0.715 < T < Tc) we see that
the system learly stuk in a high energy metaestable
state. Close examination of dierent quantities in the
104 105 106 107
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FIG. 2: (Color on-line) Equilibration time probability distri-
bution P (τ ) for L = 100 and q = 9. (a) Temperatures ranging
from T = 0.4 (top) to T = 0.719 (bottom); (b) temperatures
ranging from T = 0.3 (left) to T = 0.09 (right).
metastable state show that this orresponds to a disor-
dered (i.e., paramagneti) one and hene it is diretly
related to the rst order nature of the transition. More-
over, we found evidenes that in this regime relaxation
is dominated by nuleation mehanisms, but the details
of that analysis will be presented in a forthoming pub-
liation. For temperatures T < 0.715 we see that the
metastable plateau disappears and the relaxation fun-
tion deays (after a short transient) for all temperatures
as φE(t) ∼ t−1/2. Sine the exess of energy respet to
the equilibrium state in a domain growth proess is given
by the average energy of the domain walls, a simple al-
ulation shows that φE(t) ∼ 1/l(t), l(t) being the average
linear domain size. Hene, the behavior of Fig.1 is onsis-
tent with the LAC law. As we will show later, the nite
size saling properties of the average typial equilibration
time in this temperature range are also onsistent with
the LAC law.
A. Relaxation at intermediate temperatures and
bloked states: haraterization and saling
In Fig.2 we see the typial behavior of P (τ) for an
intermediate size (L = 100) and dierent temperature
40.090.10.130.20.30.4
  T*
T (reciprocal scale)
104
106
108
1010
1012
τ 
(M
CS
)
τ2
τ1
~ exp(2/T)
FIG. 3: (Color on-line) Charateristi relaxation times τ1 and
τ2 vs. 1/T for L = 100 and q = 9; the same qualitative
behaviors are observed for other system sizes. The ontinuous
lines are a guide to the eye.
ranges. The dierent dynamial regimes an be already
appreiated in this gure. Close enough to Tc (T = 0.719
in Fig.2a) P (τ) exhibit a well dened peak entered at
a harateristi time τnucl ∼ 105 MCS, whih is assoi-
ated to a nuleation based relaxation mehanism already
mentioned. As the temperature dereases below some
temperature 0.715 < Tn < Tc, this peak is suddenly re-
plaed by another one entered at a harateristi value
τ1, whih is about one order of magnitude smaller of τnucl
and remains almost independent of the temperature in
the range 0.3 < T < 0.715; in the temperature range
0 < T ≤ 0.2 (see Fig.2b), τ1 exhibit a strong temperature
dependeny. For temperatures smaller than (but lose
to) Tn (see Fig.2a), P (τ) develops a long right tail; for
temperatures T < T ∗ ≈ 0.6 the tail beomes a distint
peak entered at a new harateristi time τ2, whih in-
reases exponentially as the temperature dereases. This
behavior indiates the existene of two distint phenom-
ena aeting the relaxation at dierent time sales, where
T ∗ ats as a referene temperature signaling the time
sales separation rossover point. The temperature be-
havior of τ1 and τ2 is summarized in the Arrhenius plot
of Fig.3 .
We will show that τ1 is assoiated with simple oars-
ening proesses that follow LAC law for all times, while
τ2 is assoiated to proesses in whih the system gets
stuk in striped metastable states, omposed by two fer-
romagneti states whose walls are parallel to oordinate
axis, as shown in the example of Fig.4. Those type of
metastable states have been already observed in the two
dimensional Ising model (q = 2) at zero temperature,
where they beome frozen
15,16,17,18,19
. At nite tempera-
ture, striped states perform a random parallel movement
in the diretion perpendiular to the walls. Hene, in a
nite system those states relax to equilibrium when both
walls ollapse. Spirin, Kaprivsky and Redner
16
showed
that the basi mehanism for the parallel movement of a
straight domain wall is the reation of a dent, that is,
FIG. 4: (Color on-line) Energy per spin as a funtion of
time and typial spin ongurations in one realization of the
stohasti noise, when the system gets stuk in a striped on-
guration (L = 200, q = 9 and T = 0.2). The dierent olors
odify dierent spin values si = 1, . . . , 9
the ip of one of the spins adjaent to the wall. Sine
after ipping the spin its neighbors an ip without en-
ergy ost, the energy barrier for the reation of a dent
is 2 (in units of the oupling onstant J) for the q = 2
Potts model (or 4 for the Ising model). For q > 2 the
energy ost of any other movement (inluding a ipping
to a third olor dierent from those of the domains) is
larger. Hene, one the striped state is reahed, the time
needed to relax should be basially independent of q and
this is onsistent with the Arrhenius behavior τ2 ∼ e2/T
observed in Fig.3.
From Fig.3 we an notie also that, for a wide range of
temperatures T < Tn (approximately down to T ≈ 0.2)
τ1 remains almost independent of T , onsistently with
a simple oarsening behavior; at lower temperatures we
see a rossover into an ativated behavior, that will be
analyzed later.
A deeper understanding of the mehanisms involved in
the relaxation an be obtained from the nite size saling
of the dierent quantities involved. In Fig.5 we show the
typial behavior of P (τ) for dierent system sizes at a
xed temperature T = 0.2. The rst thing we note is
that the two-peak struture remains in the large L limit.
Moreover, the ratio between the areas below both peaks
beomes onstant in suh limit. The same property is
observed for temperatures up to T ∗. We will analyze
this in more detail at the end of this setion. Let us now
onsider the nite size saling of the relaxation times.
From Fig.6 we see that τ1 ∼ L2 for a wide range of
temperatures, both above and below T ∗. This is also on-
sistent with a simple oarsening proess, in whih equili-
bration will be attained one l(τ) ∼ τ1/2 ∼ L.
Let us now analyze the nite size saling of τ2. Spirin,
Kaprivsky and Redner
16
suggested that, at low enough
temperatures, the movement of a at interfae will be
dominated by proesses involving a single dent reation;
one the dent is reated it performs a random walk, un-
til either the dent disappears or it overs the whole line,
where the typial time needed for the last event sales
5102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 1010
τ  (MCS)
0
0,05
0,1
P(τ)
L=15
L=30
L=60
L=100
L=200
L=300
L=500
FIG. 5: (Color on-line) Equilibration time probability distri-
bution P (τ ) for T = 0.2, q = 9 and system sizes ranging from
L = 15 (left) to L = 500 (right).
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 t ~ L2
FIG. 6: (Color on-line) Charateristi relaxation time τ1 vs L
for q = 9 and dierent temperatures; dotted lines are a guide
to the eye.
as
16 L. This mehanism leads to a random walk move-
ment of both interfaes, so there must be typially L2
suh hopping events for the interfaes to meet and there-
fore the relaxation time should sale as
16 L3. However,
this argument only works for small system sizes. One a
dent is reated, the probability of reation of new dents
along the interfae, before the dent overs the line, in-
reases with the system size; therefore, the typial time
for a one-site hoping event of an entire interfae should
inrease slower than linearly with L and τ2 slower than
L3. This an be appreiated in the lear rossover from
τ2 ∼ L3 to τ2 ∼ Lω with ω < 3 around L = 15, ob-
served in Fig.7, both for q = 2 and q = 9 (the same
eet is observed for any temperature T ≤ 0.2). Striped
states appear for temperatures up to T ∗, but the the walls
movements are no longer dominated by one-site hopping
events for T > 0.2; instead of that, a diret inspetion of
the spin onguration during relaxation shows that, at
temperatures lose to T ∗ the movements of the domain
walls resemble (for large system sizes) that of elasti lines
subjeted to a random noise. Hene, the temperature de-
pendene of τ2 departs from the e
2/T
behavior, as an be
seen from Fig.3. However, the nite size saling τ2 ∼ Lω
still holds for temperatures up to T ∗, where the expo-
10 100
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FIG. 7: (Color on-line) Charateristi relaxation time τ2 vs
L for T = 0.2 and dierent values of q. The dashed lines
orrespond to linear ttings.
0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5
T
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FIG. 8: (Color on-line) Finite size saling exponent ω of the
harateristi relaxation time τ2 as a funtion of T for dierent
values of q; dotted lines are a guide to the eye.
nent ω displays a marked inrease with the temperature,
reahing values slightly larger than 3 as T approahes
T ∗ (see Fig.8). Those values of the exponent an be un-
derstood through the following argument. Suppose that
eah line behaves as a hain of L unit masses joined by
springs, onstrained to move along the diretion perpen-
diular to the wall and subjeted to independent white
noise. By solving the orresponding Langevin equations
in the overdamped limit, a simple alulation shows that
the distane between the enters of mass of both hains
performs a Brownian motion with an eetive diusion
oeient that sales as D ∼ L−1. Sine the distane be-
tween walls is of the order of L, this implies that the typ-
ial time needed for the walls to enounter should sale
approximately as L3. For q = 2 Lipowski15 has shown
that this saling holds even for relatively large values of
the temperature T/Tc(2) ≈ 0.8. The results of Fig.8 sug-
gest that the saling properties of τ2 are independent of
q, showing that large degeneraies in the ground state
have no inuene in this relaxation proess.
Let us return to the equilibration time probability dis-
tribution P (τ). Another salient feature of this distri-
bution for temperatures T < T ∗ is that the right peak
broadens for large system sizes. To show this we re-
6FIG. 9: (Color on-line) Equilibration time probability distri-
bution P (τ ) starting from dierent initial ongurations (ar-
bitrary normalization) for L = 300, T = 0.2. The inset images
show typial bloked spin ongurations at the orresponding
times.
draw P (τ) for L = 300 and T = 0.2 in Fig.9 (full line).
A areful inspetion of individual proesses shows that,
suh broad peak is atually assoiated with two dierent
types of metastable ongurations: the striped ones al-
ready desribed and honeyomb like strutures; the latter
are omposed marosopi six-sided irregular polygonal
domains of dierent olors (see inset of Fig.9), where the
angles between domain walls at the three-fold edges u-
tuate around 120o. Those states are in agreement with
Lifshitz predition
1
for q ≥ 3 and we shall all them Lif-
shitz states. By a alulation of the equilibration time
starting diretly from the Lifshitz and striped states, we
veried that the broad peak of P (τ) is atually a superpo-
sition of two peaks, eah one with its own distintive max-
imum at harateristi times τ2, for the striped states,
and τ3 for the Lifshitz ones (see Fig.9). Lifshitz states
are only detetable for system sizes L ≥ 100. Atually,
isolated three-fold vertex between at domain walls of the
type predited by Lifshitz
1
also appear for smaller sys-
tem sizes, but omplete honeyomb-like strutures an be
stabilized during detetable time sales (i.e., larger than
the harateristi oarsening time sales) only for large
enough system sizes. To determine the saling properties
of τ3, we alulated the esape time probability distribu-
tion starting from the losest onguration to a Lifshitz
state, that is, from an almost perfet four-olored hon-
eyomb onguration (ommensurability with the system
size does not always allow a perfet honeyomb struture)
for dierent values of L and T ; we show an example in
Fig.9. We veried that the system quikly relaxes from
that onguration into a Lifshitz state, from whih it an
either relax diretly to the equilibrium state or pass rst
to a striped state, giving rise to a seond peak in the
orresponding probability distribution (see Fig.9). For
ompleteness, we also alulated the esape time prob-
ability distribution starting from a perfet two-domains
striped state; the result is also shown in Fig.9.
The temperature dependeny of τ3 is shown in Fig.10,
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FIG. 10: Charateristi relaxation time τ3 vs temperature for
q = 9 and L = 100; the ontinuous line is a guide to the eye.
FIG. 11: (Color on-line) Basi relaxation mehanism of a Lif-
shitz state at low temperatures. The irle in (b) marks the
reation of a dent in the vertex of (a), by ipping a spin from
2 → 3. Cirles in () and (d) exemplify spins that an ip
without energy ost along the three onverging walls. The
whole proess may lead to the hopping of the whole stru-
ture (vertex plus walls) and ultimately to the ollapse of two
vertex.
where we see that it displays a lear Arrhenius behav-
ior with an ativation barrier of height one, whih is the
minimum possible energy barrier assoiated with a single
spin ip. This an be understood if we analyze the basi
mehanisms behind the relaxation from Lifshitz states.
We observed that Lifshitz states relax when two vertex
of an hexagon edge ollapse. A vertex movement, with
the onsequent displaement of the onverging walls, o-
urs through a series of random hopping events. In Fig.11
we show an example of the hopping of a vertex one site
to the right; one-site hopping events in the other dire-
tions follow a similar proess with the same energy ost.
The movement of a vertex starts with the reation of a
dent, by ipping one of the spins loated at the neighbor
sites of the vertex, as depited in Fig.11b. This move-
7ment has an energy ost of one unit. One the dent is
reated, the neighbor spins at the three onverging walls
are free to ip without energy ost (see Figs.11 and 11d),
generating a diusive motion of the dent along the three
lines, and may lead to the displaement of the whole
lines. This hopping movement of the vertex ultimately
leads to the ollapse of two of them and the onsequent
disappearane of the Lifshitz state. The whole meha-
nism is ompletely similar to that desribed by Spirin,
Kaprivsky and Redner
16
in the ase of a at wall be-
tween two striped domains, exept that the reation of
a dent adjaent to a vertex has an energy ost of just
one energy unit (instead of 2, as in the ase of a dent in
a at interfae), whih explains the behavior of Fig.10.
Sine hexagonal domains in a Lifshitz state are maro-
sopi, the same nite size saling arguments used by
Spirin, Kaprivsky and Redner
16
for the relaxation time
apply in this ase. Hene, one expet τ3 ∼ Lω e1/T . For
the system sizes available, we veried this saling at low
temperatures with an exponent ω ≈ 3, but we would ex-
pet this value to be redued for larger system sizes, as
in the ase of striped states (τ2).
B. Probability of bloked states
We analized the probability Pb(q) of getting stuk in a
bloked state. We dened bloked states as those har-
aterized by at walls between domains. For q ≥ 3 this
inludes Lifshitz and striped states. For q = 2 the system
an also get trapped in another type of bloked states,
haraterized by diagonal stripes, whose interfaes u-
tuate without energy ost
17
; we shall all them diagonal
states. For q ≥ 3 we did not observed diagonal states at
nite temperatures. Although their presene for q ≥ 3
with low probability annot be exluded, probably they
are replaed at nite temperature by the Lifshitz states.
From the previous alulations of P (τ) we ould esti-
mate Pb(q) by dening for (for every value of T and L)
a threshold value τt(T, L), suh that a single realization
with τ > τt is attributed to the presene of a bloked
state; τt an be estimated as the rst minimum of P (τ)
loated above τ1 (see for instane Fig.5). This proedure
redues the alulation of Pb(q) to a binomial experi-
ment. hene, a simple alulation shows that a sample
size of 2000 runs is enough to guarantee a statistial error
smaller than 1% in all ases, thus saving a lot of CPU
time.
In Fig.12 we show the results for q = 9. The main
soure of error in this alulation is the hoie of τt, whih
is not always evident, due to large utuations in the
histograms for small sizes and very low temperatures;
the error bars in Fig.12 were estimated by varying τt.
From Fig.12a we see that, at T > 0, Pb(9) saturates in a
nite value for L ≥ 100, indiating a nite probability in
the limit L → ∞. In Fig.12b we show the temperature
dependeny of the saturation value. We see that Pb(9)
goes to zero as T → 0, onsistently with the results of
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Probability of getting stuk in a
bloked state Pb(q) for q = 9: (a) as a funtion of L for dif-
ferent temperatures; (b) as a funtion of T for dierent sizes.
The dashed line orresponds to a linear tting of the points
for L = 200, giving an extrapolated value of 0.008 ± 0.01 at
T = 0.
Spirin, Kaprivsky and Redner
17
.
Next we analyzed the probability Pb(q) as a funtion
of q. The results are shown in Fig.13 for T = 0.15 and
values of q ranging from q = 2 up to q = 30 . For q = 2
and T = 0 the probability of reahing a striped state
is
16,26 1/3, while the probability of reahing a diagonal
state is
17 ≈ 0.04. At T = 0.15 we found the values
≈ 0.345 and ≈ 0.045 respetively, giving rise to the value
Pb(2) ≈ 0.39. The dierenes with the T = 0 values
are onsistent with the enhanement of the probability
at nite temperature, already observed for q = 9.
For q ≥ 3 the probability Pb(q) falls down to a temper-
ature dependent nite value, that is almost independent
of q and smaller than half of Pb(2).
It is worth noting that Spirin, Kaprivsky and Redner
17
reported another type of bloked states for q = 3, hara-
terized by both straight walls and diagonal walls, the lat-
ter utuating without energy ost; they all these states
blinkers. We did not observe blinkers at nite tempera-
ture, at least for periodi boundary onditions. Although
their existene with low probability annot be exluded,
probably they deay into Lifshitz states in time sales
smaller than the harateristi Lifshitz relaxation times.
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FIG. 13: Probability of getting stuk in a bloked state Pb(q)
for L = 200 and T = 0.15.
C. Low temperatures relaxation: glassy states
Let us now analyze the oarsening at very low tem-
peratures. The inrease of τ1 for temperatures T < 0.2
observed in Fig.3 indiates that the normal oarsening is
aeted by some kind of ativated proess. The inrease
in this relaxation time is assoiated with the plateau dis-
played by the relaxation funtion in Fig.14. We found
that this plateau appears below some harateristi tem-
perature 0.1 < Tg < 0.2 for q = 9. This plateau orre-
sponds to a disordered metastable state haraterized by
almost squareshaped domains with a wide distribution
of sizes (see inset in Fig.15). That type of metastable
state was previously reported for q = 7 and it was iden-
tied as a glassy one
8,9,10
.These states are only present
for
11 q > 4. We veried that for q = 9 the normal oars-
ening is always interrupted for T < Tg and the system
gets stuk in one of those glassy states, from whih it
relaxes through a omplex sequene of ativated jumps.
This explains the exponential inrease of τ1 observed in
Fig.3 for T < 0.2. One the system relaxes from the
glassy state, it an be either diretly equilibrate or deay
rst in a bloked state.
In Fig.15 we show the typial behavior of relaxation
funtion for q = 9 at a xed temperature T < Tg and
dierent system sizes. We see that the relaxation time
(τ1) is size independent for L > 200, whih shows that
the life time of the glassy states remains nite in the
thermodynami limit.
D. Boundary onditions
Finally, we analyzed the inuene of the boundary on-
ditions in the relaxation. To this end, we repeated some
of the previous alulations using open boundary on-
ditions. We found that the overall relaxation senario
found using periodi boundary onditions repeats quali-
tatively for open ones. Moreover, the relaxation time as-
soiated with striped ongurations appears to be of the
same order of magnitude of that orresponding to peri-
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FIG. 14: (Color on-line) Relaxation funtion for q = 9,
L = 200 and dierent temperatures around Tg . Tempera-
tures inrease from right to left.
FIG. 15: (Color on-line) Relaxation funtion for q = 9,
T = 0.1 and dierent values of L. The inset shows a typial
onguration of the glassy state assoiated with the plateau.
odi boundary onditions. Although a more systemati
study should be done to onrm that, it seems reason-
able sine the basi ativated mehanisms here desribed
should be still dominant in the ase of open boundary
onditions. In Fig.16 we show an example of the equili-
bration time probability distribution for q = 9 and some
typial bloked spin ongurations. In this ase, Lif-
shitz states are no longer omposed only by hexagons
for relatively small system sizes (due to the presene of
the borders), but we see learly the presene of stable
three-olored vertex. Indeed, the observed ongurations
strongly resemble the blinking states reported in Ref.
17
.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main onlusions of this work are summarized
in the sheme of Fig.17. After a quenh from innite
temperature down to subritial temperatures, the Potts
model with single spin ip kinetis and periodi bound-
9FIG. 16: (Color on-line) Equilibration time probability dis-
tribution P (τ ) for q = 9, L = 200 and T = 0.2, using periodi
(p.b.) and open (o.b.) boundary onditions. The inset im-
ages show typial bloked spin ongurations observed with
o.p..
FIG. 17: Dynamial regimes in the long term relaxation of the
q-state Potts model with q > 4, after a quenh from innite
temperatures down to a subritial temperature T .
ary onditions presents for q > 4 dierent relaxational
regimes, determined by dierent rossover harateris-
ti temperatures. Close enough to the ritial tempera-
ture, i.e., for Tn < T < Tc, relaxation is dominated by
nuleation mehanisms. For intermediate temperatures
T ∗ < T < Tn the system rosses over into a simple oars-
ening dominated regime where LAC law l(t) ∼ t1/2 holds
until full equilibration, for most of the realizations of the
stohasti noise. For lower temperatures Tg < T < T
∗
the normal oarsening proess is interrupted when the
system gets stuk into highly symmetri bloked on-
gurations, omposed by marosopi ferromagneti do-
mains, namely, striped and Lifshitz states. In those ases,
the dynami beomes ativated with harateristi en-
ergy barriers, whih give rise to distint time sales for
the dierent proess.
Conerning the role of temperature in the relaxation
through bloked states, we found that it has a double
eet: at short time sales it enhanes the probability of
reahing them (whih is zero at T = 0) and at long time
sales it allows to esape from them through ativation.
At least for q = 9, our simulations (for system sizes up
to L = 500) suggest that the probability of reahing a
bloked state at nite temperatures remains nite when
L→∞.
Striped states were previously found and haraterized
for the Ising model (q = 2) at very low temperatures.
We found that their inuene in the relaxation proess is
relevant for any value of q , even at relatively large values
of T , but their ourrene probability is smaller for q ≥ 3
than in the Ising ase.
We found that the relaxation times assoiated with
the bloked states present in general the nite size sal-
ing behavior τ ∼ Lω, where the exponent ω depends on
T , taking values between 2 and 4. Suh values of the
exponent make the assoiated time sales several orders
of magnitude larger than those assoiated with a normal
oarsening proess (whih sale as L2) for large enough
sizes, even at relatively large values of the temperature.
Lifshitz predition have been reently veried in the
phase separation dynamis of diblok opolymers (Cahn-
Hillard model), in a 2D hexagonal substrate
27
. We ver-
ied that Lifshitz predition also holds for the q state
Potts model with q ≥ 3, even in a square lattie, if the
system size is large enough. This strong nite size eets
is probably due to the square symmetry of the lattie
(large system sizes are required in order to the inuene
of the lattie to be faded out) and one should expet
to be redued in a lattie with three-fold symmetry (for
instane, triangular).
At very low temperatures T < Tg the system gets
always trapped in glassy like metastable ongurations
whose life time is sizeindependent and diverge for T →
∞. After relaxation from the glassy state, the system
an again gets trapped in a bloked state. Even when
the glassy states do not dominate the relaxation at long
enough time sales, a omplete desription of the relax-
ation dynamis annot exlude their existene and there-
fore they deserve further investigations.
Finally, we veried that the whole qualitative relax-
ation senario appears both for periodi and open bound-
ary onditions, although the nite size saling of the re-
laxation times may dier in both ases.
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